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Straight Angles

This pack is 
suitable for learners 
aged 8-10 years old  
or 4th and 5th 
graders (USA). The 
content covers fact 
files and relevant 
basic and 
advanced activities 
involving straight 
angles.

● Angles are formed when two rays meet at a 
vertex. 

● It has two parts: arms and vertex. Arms are 
the two lines that meet to form an angle, 
while vertex is the corner point where the 
arms meet.

● Straight angle is the type of angle that 
measures exactly 180o.

Suitable for students 
aged 8-10 

4th
Basic 

5th
Advanced

USA
GRADES

What are Straight 
angles? Let’s find out!



USING A PROTRACTOR

1. Place the vertex of the angle in the middle of the protractor.

2. One of its arm should lie along 0o.

3. Count the measurement of the angle starting from 0o, until it 
reaches the position of the other arm.

1
2

3

This is a 180o 

angle based on 
the protractor.

PROPERTIES OF A STRAIGHT ANGLE

The angle 
rays face 

the 
opposite 
direction.

A straight 
angle 

reverses 
the 

direction of 
a point.

A straight 
angle is 

exactly half 
of a 

revolution.

A straight 
angle can 

also be 
formed by 
adding two 

right 
angles.

180o



REAL LIFE STRAIGHT ANGLES

Write down four properties of Straight Angles.
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The crops are ready to be harvested but some have withered 
already. Remove the withered crops as you identify the false 
statements below by shading it blue. Underline the word/s that 
made it incorrect.

HARVEST SEASON! G4
Basic 

I. If two angles 
make up a 

straight angle 
then the angles 
are right angles.

II. Two angles 
that can make 
up a straight 

angle are called 
acute angles.

III. Straight 
angle measures 

at 180o.

IV. Two right 
angles can 
create one 

straight angle.

I. A clock at 
12:30 makes a 
straight angle.

II.  A clock at 
11:25 makes a 
straight angle.

III. A clock at 
1:30 makes a 
straight angle.

IV. A clock at 
8:10 makes a 
straight angle.

I. A straight 
angle makes up 

a whole 
revolution.

II. A straight 
angle is also 
called a flat 

angle.

III. A straight 
angle has rays 
that faces the 

opposite 
direction.

IV. A straight 
angle is 

measured at 
180o.

I. 120o and 60o 
makes up a 

straight angle.

II. 104o and 75o 
makes up a 

straight angle.

III. 43o and 147o 
makes up a 

straight angle.

IV. 96o and 84o 
makes up a 

straight angle.



There are different kinds of plants, as well as different kinds of 
angles. Identify the types of the angles shown below.

DIFFERENT TYPES G4
Basic 

1. 2. 3.

4. 5. 6.

7. 8. 9.



The farmers are looking at the clock to find the perfect time to 
plant their seedlings. Help the farmers by creating a straight angle 
using the hands of the clocks. Write the time formed in the clock.

PERFECT TIME G4
Basic 



Flowers bloom differently. Identify the type of the given angles 
below, whether straight, acute, right or obtuse.

BLOOMING FLOWERS G4
Basic 

A B C

D

E
F

G

1. ∠ABD = 4. ∠ABC = 

2. ∠ABF = 5. ∠EBC = 

3. ∠DBG = 6. ∠FBG =

S T U

V

X Y

Z

7. ∠XTY = 10. ∠VTZ = 

8. ∠STX = 11. ∠STY = 

9. ∠STU = 12. ∠VTU =



The harvested produce must be segregated in its own boxes. 
Arrange the produce and identify the angles and place them in the 
right boxes.

CORRECT ARRANGEMENT G4
Basic 

A
B

C

D

E

F
G

H

STRAIGHT ANGLE OBTUSE ANGLE

RIGHT ANGLE ACUTE ANGLE



Farmer Mike is upgrading his farm with new technologies. Help 
him find the right gadgets for it and find the missing angles. 

FARM’S INNOVATION G5
Advanced

87o 70o
x

1.

60o

60o
x

2.

25o 85o

x
3. 4.

135o

x30o

19o

57o
x

5.

78o

x
6.

31o92o

64o



It’s fruit planting season! Identify the perfect spot for the fruits to 
grow as you identify the missing angles based on the given below.

SEASON OF FRUITS G5
Advanced

H O Y

N
E ∠HON is 73o and ∠YOE is 

34o

∠NOE is _________.

TLP

N
A

∠NLT is 117o and ∠ALN is 
37o

∠PLA is _________.

F M Y

A
E

R

∠FMR is 90o and ∠FMA is 
half of it. ∠EMY is 41o.
∠RME is _________.



The farm animals are looking for something. Can you provide them 
with their needs? Provide the missing angles to complete a 
straight angle. 

COMPLETE IT G5
Advanced

1. I have a 132o and 10o 
angles. How much more 
do I need to complete a 

straight angle?

2. I have a 73o, 17o and 
24o angles. How much 

more do I need to 
complete a straight angle?

3. I have a 67o and 21o 
angles. How much more 
do I need to complete a 

straight angle?

4. I have a 127o and 21o 
angles. How much more 
do I need to complete a 

straight angle?



You have just finished selling all your produce and you need to 
compute for your monthly profit. As you compute your profit, find 
also the missing angles below, and don’t forget to show your 
solutions.

HOW MUCH IS THE PROFIT? G5
Advanced

Find the missing angle:

70o(a + 10)o

120o(b - 25)o

Find the missing angle:

Find the missing angle:

35o85o

(c + 35)o

110o(2e)o

Find the missing angle:



Isaac is new with farming. Help him identify where to plant the tree 
while drawing the angles being asked below.

THE NEW FARMER G5
Advanced

1. Draw a straight angle 
with 135o and 45o.

2. Draw a straight angle 
with 3 equal parts.

3. Draw a straight angle 
with 4 equal parts.



ANSWER GUIDE

Activity 1

1. II. Acute Angles                        3. I. whole revolution
2. III. 1:30                                     4. II. 75o

Activity 2

1. Obtuse               4. Acute                    7. Straight
2. Acute                 5. Straight                 8. Right
3. Right                  6. Obtuse                  9. Straight

Activity 3

12:30 6:00 3:45 9:15

Activity 4

1. Acute          4. Straight          7. Acute          10. Obtuse
2. Obtuse        5. Right              8. Acute          11. Obtuse
3. Obtuse        6. Acute             9. Straight       12. Obtuse

*Answers may vary.

Activity 5

Straight Angle: ∠ABC
Obtuse Angle: ∠ABG, ∠EBC, ∠DBH, ∠EBH
Right Angle: ∠ABF, ∠FBC
Acute Angle: ∠ABD, ∠ABE, ∠HBC, ∠GBH, ∠FBG, ∠EBG, 
∠EBF, ∠EBF



ANSWER GUIDE

Activity 6

1. 23o      2.60o      3. 70o     4. 15o     5. 12o     6. 7o

Activity 7

1. 73o      2. 26o        3. 49o

Activity 8

1. 38o         2. 66o        3. 92o        4. 32o

Activity 9

1. 110o         2. 85o        3. 60o         4. 70o

Activity 10

45o 135o 60o 60o
60o

45o
45o 45o

45o



Copyright Notice

This resource is licensed under the Creative Commons 
Attribution-NonCommercial 4.0 International license.

You are free to:

● Share — copy and redistribute the material in any medium or 
format

● Adapt — remix, transform, and build upon the material

Under the following terms:

● Attribution — You must give appropriate credit, provide a link 
to the license, and indicate if changes were made. You may 
do so in any reasonable manner, but not in any way that 
suggests the licensor endorses you or your use.

● NonCommercial — You may not use the material for 
commercial purposes.

For more information on this license, visit the following link:

http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc/4.0/

Where possible, free-use images are sourced from online 
repositories such as Wikipedia and Wikimedia Commons. 
References and sources for images are provided in the speaker 
notes section of this document. 

Thank you!

http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc/4.0/
http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc/4.0/
http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc/4.0/


Thank you

Thank you so much for purchasing and downloading this 
resource.

We hope it has been useful for you in the classroom and that your 
students enjoy the activities.

For more teaching and homeschooling resources like this, don’t 
forget to come back and download the new material we add every 
week!

Thanks for supporting Helping With Math. We can provide 
teachers with low-cost, high-quality teaching and homeschooling 
resources because of our loyal subscribers and hope to serve you 
for many years to come.

- The Entire Helping With Math Team :)

https://helpingwithmath.com/worksheets/

